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Foreword
World Bank Group and IMF Delegates:
The World Bank Group and IMF are important and major clients of Oxford
Analytica and it is a pleasure to provide you with this background Briefing
Book from the Oxford Analytica Daily Brief for the 2016 Annual Meetings.
Selected articles provide analyses on the main topics addressed in the
Meeting Agenda.
Oxford Analytica is an international consulting firm founded in 1975. It draws on a
global expert network of over 1400 individuals to serve executives in over 150
major banks, corporations, and professional services firms around the world, as
well as leaders in over 50 governments and international institutions.

David R. Young
Founder and President,
Oxford Analytica

Our Daily Brief service, monitoring worldwide risks and opportunities, and our
Advisory and Consulting practice provide objective analysis of the macro
political, economic, and social forces that impact businesses and governments
around the world.
Do contact us (oa@oxford-analytica.com) if you wish to learn more about our
services.
Yours sincerely,
David R. Young,
Founder and President,
Oxford Analytica

P.S. Don’t forget that World Bank Group and IMF users can access the Daily Brief
online through the World Bank Group Library Network Databases page.
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Inequality will deepen global health divide
Tuesday, June 14 2016
Income and wealth inequality are rising. This has a profound impact on population health,
as it is proven to cause lower life expectancy, higher child mortality rates, higher rates of
non-communicable diseases and increased deaths from violence. The relationship
between income inequality and poor health is persistent across both developing and
developed countries, despite policy initiatives to tackle socio-economic differentiation.

A health worker at the Women City
centre gives a workshop on breast
cancer prevention in Santa Ana, El
Salvador (Reuters/Anastasia Moloney)

What next
Discrepancies in health outcomes in unequal societies will deepen, as wealth inequality
widens and the social mobility of poor communities becomes more limited. Health
systems will be stratified in matters of quality of care, leading to poor levels of service for
disadvantaged groups.
Analysis
It has long been established that poverty is a determinant of ill health. Increasing evidence
demonstrates that income inequality itself can lead to less healthy populations.
While an individual's income affects his or her social status, including professional
associations, place of residence and access to health services, the additional negative
consequences of low incomes are heightened in unequal societies.
Originating from Wilkinson and Marmot's work on the social determinants of health first
published in 1999, multiple studies have demonstrated that, in deeply unequal societies,
absolute income levels are not as important an indicator of health as the difference
between incomes.

Impact
• National economies could
face lower potential growth
due to the loss of labour force
from unhealthy portions of the
population.
• Disadvantaged groups will be
excluded from high-quality
health services, leading to
higher levels of mortality and
lower life expectancy.
• Social services are
overburdened by patients in
advanced stages of disease
due to inadequate prevention
among disadvantaged groups.

Even if an individual's income is high compared to other residents of the same country, if
that person resides in a highly unequal community, his or her social mobility is limited,
leading to negative consequences for health, including lower life expectancy, high rates of
non-communicable diseases, mental illness, child mortality and death from violence.
United States
A county-specific study on the United States demonstrated a strong connection between
income inequality and health outcomes.
In counties with higher levels of income inequality, residents were more likely to die before
the age of 75, even if average incomes were similar to more equal counties (see
INTERNATIONAL: Piketty critics shape inequality debate - June 19, 2015).
Another US study has noted the rise in midlife mortality among white non-Hispanic
members of the population, largely due to increasing rates of suicide and drug use.
The authors note that the deterioration of mental health and its impacts on mortality rates
is based on economic despair at the growing inequality between social groups in the
United States and on the lack of social mobility among working-class members of society.
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Social status and health
While the number of people in absolute poverty has been declining globally since 1990,
income inequality has also been rising, leading to potentially dangerous consequences in
matters of public health and safety.

The number of people in
absolute poverty has declined
globally since 1990

The relationship between social status and health is long documented. People with low
socio-economic status are more likely to be exposed to risk factors at an early age,
including:
• high smoking rates;
• teen pregnancy;
• poor diet; and
• exposure to violence.
Murder rates rise in tandem with income inequality, a factor that contributes to lower life
expectancy rates among poor communities. The effects of income inequality on health are
profound across both developed and developing countries, but their features vary.
Developing countries
In developing countries, there is often a snowball effect of low socio-economic status.
Poorer communities are more likely to have high birth rates, because of lack of education
and access to essential reproductive services (see CUBA: Castro reforms to face pressure
on all fronts - May 26, 2016).
Access to essential reproductive services is a primary indicator of health inequality in
developing countries. In matters of proportion of income, the poorest households in Kenya
pay ten times more for reproductive health services than the least poor.
Across Africa, just 35% of women of reproductive age in the lowest wealth quintiles use
contraception versus 52% in the highest wealth quintile.
High birth rates among disadvantaged mothers lead to higher child mortality rates and poor
nutrition, resulting in lowered life expectancy and increase in both infectious and noncommunicable diseases (see INTERNATIONAL: Contraception aids development outlook August 12, 2015).
In Bolivia, infant mortality rates are more than two times higher among babies born to
women with no education compared to educated women.
Developed countries
In developed countries, more comprehensive welfare packages have been introduced to
mitigate the effects of socio-economic differentiation in health outcomes. Even in European
countries with substantial welfare systems in place, socio-economic health inequalities
persist.

Even in European countries
with huge welfare systems,
socio-economic health
inequalities persist

Some studies suggest that an increase in mortality decline is responsible, that is to say,
when fallen ill, lower-income groups succumb to death faster than higher-income groups.
Meanwhile, higher-income groups are less likely to engage in at-risk behaviours, including
smoking, and have greater access to specialist care.
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The persistence of health inequalities generates significant costs, both through lost labour
productivity and excess use of healthcare and social security benefits (see EUROAREA/INT: Potential GDP to stay on low trajectory - December 10, 2015). A 2010 study
estimates that in the EU, the loss of labour takes 1.4% off GDP each year.
The higher rates of health problems in lower-income groups account for 20% of total
healthcare costs and 15% of total social security benefits.
Possible solutions
The mounting evidence of the importance of income inequality in determining poor health
calls for more robust analysis of the best methods of tackling social differentiation in rates
of mortality.
The World Health Organization (WHO) has helped spearhead global advocacy for the
promotion of health equality. However, with rates of income inequality rising, especially in
high-income countries, these efforts need to be strengthened alongside new evidence on
inequality itself as a determinant of health status.
This problem has not yet been corrected by policies tackling social exclusion and
promoting welfare packages for the poor. To this end, the WHO has issued several
recommendations, including:
• tackling social inequities, including gender discrimination within the home, to help
diminish the inter-generational transfer of health risks and behaviours;
• promoting a life course approach to health, beginning with the health of the pregnant
mother and emphasising universal, high-quality and affordable childcare services;
• expanding social protection services to address social determinants of health,
championing partnerships with local leaders, private and public sectors and a range of
civic partners;
• more effective use of tax revenues to improve levels of social spending on health and
social protection programming; and
• improving governance structures and oversight of the activities of public and private
stakeholders engaged in health promotion activities.
Innovative solutions are required to mitigate the troubling consequences of growing income
inequality across the global community. 'Mega-foundations' could play a key role in this
respect (see INTERNATIONAL: Mega-foundations to help aid programmes - May 6, 2016).
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Stagnant productivity to hold back global wages growth
Monday, August 22 2016
Weak global growth and intense competition have held back investment, constraining
productivity growth, pay and living standards. There is a long-standing debate over whether
stalled productivity is temporary or structural. However, even if productivity accelerates,
wages might not follow suit. Low wage and price inflation makes high debt levels less
sustainable, leading some experts to advise countries at risk to raise pay growth. In
Japan, these attempts have failed, while for a country such as Italy this would be against
EU rules.

What next
If global growth and trade accelerate, it may be possible to return to higher pay growth and
bring inflation back in line with central bank targets. Such a scenario would see
productivity gains and probably a return to generous pay rounds. Alternatively, several
more years of weak growth will embed low expectations for wage and price rises. Even if
growth and productivity accelerate, nominal rigidities may have become so entrenched that
pay growth stays flat, keeping inflation below targets.
Analysis
Low pay rises and the labour share of GDP have become a concern for different reasons:
• worker discontent, based on the view that ordinary people have borne the brunt of the
adjustment following the 2008-09 recession; and
• the potential for rigidity in nominal wage growth to make inflation sticky at
uncomfortably low rates, well below central bank targets.
The first problem is affecting politics and policy trends. In the United Kingdom, the Brexit
vote reflects discontent over living standards among people affected by low growth and
lack of pay increases (see PROSPECTS H2 2016: United Kingdom - June 28, 2016).

A construction worker in Ronda,
southern Spain (Reuters/Jon Nazca)

Impact
• Global growth over 2017-18
will be critical in helping or
hindering central banks to
restore the pre-crisis status
quo.
• Rigidity in annual pay rises
will make it hard to change an
economy's long-term core
inflation.
• This happened during the
hyperinflation of the 1970s80s; now it will make it hard
to get inflation back to target.
• Wages are not set by central
banks, making it tougher to
enforce their inflation targets.

Other countries also face electoral challenges linked to this phenomenon. Such
challenges are among the reasons behind the recent relaxation of the euro-area fiscal
austerity plans.
The second problem will challenge central banks and their authority (see
INTERNATIONAL: Monetary easing efficacy is decreasing - May 3, 2016).
It already has in Japan, where inflation remains around zero despite many years of zero or
negative interest rates, substantial money creation and the insistence of central bankers
that they would restore inflation to target.
To confront such difficulties, central banks may be forced to change their inflation targets.
Probably, the concept of being in control of inflation trends will be lost.
Labour's share of GDP
Statistics provide varying evidence for the popular view that ordinary workers and
households have borne the brunt of the Great Recession.
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According to International Labour Organization data, there has been a marked decline in
the labour income share of GDP versus the profit share in the United States and
Switzerland since 2008-09. However, this has not happened in Japan or across other
European economies.

The labour income share of
GDP has declined in the United
States and Switzerland since
2008-09
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Employment levels have held up well, with some notable exceptions, such as Italy.
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However, other changes in economic conditions may have added to a 'feel-bad' factor
across a large segment of the population. Positive real GDP growth may mask the fact
that many countries, especially the advanced economies, have experienced another steep
nominal recession.
The global real GDP contraction was sharp in 2009, but global nominal GDP dropped
almost as sharply in 2014-15. 'Money illusion', the perception of nominal rather than real
changes, is powerful.
One reason for both high and low inflation to be 'bad' for an economy is that they make
efficient relative wage-price setting harder to achieve. This benefits the 'nimble' and
'powerful' over slow adjusters, potentially creating distortions within the economy and
generating disgruntled workers.
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With very low inflation, money illusion increases the impression of a negative environment,
making it harder to cope with high debt levels.
The global economy and trade shrink in dollar terms in
2014-15 although real growth is reported as positive
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Global GDP
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Source: World Bank data and Oxford Analytica estimates
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Central banks' inflation targets challenged
During the so-called Great Moderation preceding the 2008-09 recession, central banks
appeared to have brought inflation under control by providing a nominal anchor,
the inflation
see EURO-AREA:
target. By contrast, after the Great Recession, central banks have done
their
utmost
to
).
support growth, using both conventional and unconventional measures (
ECB will extend QE programme on December 3 - December 1, 2015
This has not prevented a prolonged bout of low inflation across the major advanced
economies, with some countries falling into outright deflation. After this fight to support
growth, central banks may face a dilemma over the future of inflation targets and their
credibility.
Some economists have suggested raising the inflation target to give monetary policy more
room for manoeuvre and to offset, at least partially, the adverse effects of a decline in the
natural real interest rate. Such policy may have little actual impact.
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In the early years of the economic downturn, low wage growth appeared in line with
historic periods of weak growth, with potential to revive once the economic cycle improved.
By now, it is uncertain that nominal pay rises will accelerate even if productivity improves.

It is uncertain that nominal
pay rises will accelerate even if
productivity improves

This has been experienced in Japan, which is fighting a long battle against deflation. The
euro-area might follow Japan's example.
Japan
In Japan, hopes of a recovery in both real growth and inflation remain feeble (see JAPAN:
Weak GDP growth makes case for more easing - August 16, 2016). Even when GDP
growth has accelerated in the past, there has been little sign of pay growth.
In 2003-07, the real GDP and productivity growth rate both exceeded 1.5%, but nominal
earnings kept falling. This highlights how other economies may face a long-term stagnation
in nominal wages, together with low inflation and even deflation.
Euro-area
Euro-area core inflation briefly dipped to around 1% in 1999-2000 and again in 2009-10. It
has been in the 0.5-1.0% range over the last three years.
Headline annual growth in consumer prices has gyrated around the minus 0.5-plus 0.5%
range since mid-2014, well below the central bank target of inflation "close to, but below
2%".
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In peripheral countries, these trends may have been encouraged by pressure to improve
competitiveness, given their inability to depreciate their currency, and by collective wage
bargaining that set a 'going rate'.
The acceleration in wage growth in Germany is nevertheless pushing up the euro-area
average for settlements and may offer some hope for an escape from low inflation.
United States and United Kingdom
Inflation rates are higher in the United States and the United Kingdom, but these
economies have also experienced bouts of weakness. Wage trends have settled below
historic norms, at around 2% per annum rather than the previous 3-5% range.
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The United States may avoid Japan's fate if it can maintain robust real growth, improve
productivity and ensure that wages respond positively.
Brexit will hold back UK real growth. However, the falling pound should help the country
avoid a low inflation trap, thanks to its impact on import prices.
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July 19, 2016

Arab states will struggle to reduce youth unemployment
State dominance and high birth rates undermine regional states’
ability to create enough jobs for the young
15-24-year-olds as a share of total population, 2015 (%)
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Arab states are struggling to create enough jobs for their large youth populations
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The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) faces a youth bulge
at a time when job creation is limited. MENA governments have
traditionally tried to reduce unemployment through state jobs.
However, today the public sector in many states faces budgetary
pressures from cheap oil and rising working-age populations. As a
result, young Arabs face staggering unemployment odds: in 2014,
29.7% of 15-24-year-old Arabs were unemployed, more than double
the world average of 14.0%.
These budgetary pressures are pushing many states to diversify their
economies to stimulate job creation in the private sector. However,
these diversification plans may not work -- bureaucratic hurdles and
poor investment climates may prevent the creation of enough jobs --
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_ Gulf states will need to reduce the relative
attractiveness of public sector jobs.
_ Private sector job creation will require structural
reforms to education, infrastructure and
business.
_ Terrorist attacks on the tourism sector, a key
employer in Egypt and Tunisia, will further cut
jobs for the young.
_ Failure to create enough quality jobs for Arab
youth will increase brain drain and migration

See also: Arab youth opinion points to instability, reform risks -- April 27, 2016
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Arab youth opinion points to instability, reform risks
Wednesday, April 27 2016
Arab youth views Islamic State group (ISG), terrorism and unemployment as the top
obstacles facing the Middle East today, according to a new survey released on April 12 by
a United Arab Emirates (UAE)-based PR firm, ASDA'A Burson-Marsteller. With the failure
of regional governments to meet the aspirations of the region's large youth population
contributing to the 2011 uprisings, the attitudes of today's youth expressed in the survey
will shape the outlook for stabilisation, security and economic reform.

What next
With the new generation of Arabs growing up during the Syrian civil war, the survey reveals
significant concern about Shia-Sunni conflict and sharp divisions over Iran's role in the
region. By contrast, Arab youth are strongly united against ISG, suggesting that this
threat will diminish relatively quickly while Iran-Saudi conflict risks will persist much longer.
The survey also suggests strong support in the Gulf for increased personal freedoms,
including for women; and equally strong opposition to subsidy cuts across the region, a
factor which could hamper urgently needed economic reforms.
Analysis
The annual Arab Youth Survey polled people between the ages of 18-24 from different
socio-economic backgrounds in 16 Arab countries in January and February 2016, via
some 3,500 face-to-face interviews.

Impact
• Reconciliation between
Riyadh and Tehran will be a
fundamental first step to the
region's stabilisation.
• Concerns about
unemployment and falling
living standards will drive
social unrest and recruitment
to militant organisations.
• Strong anti-US opinion will
complicate Washington's
engagement in Iraq, Lebanon
and Yemen.

ISG is top concern
The rise of ISG emerged as the top concern for Arab youth for the second year in a row.
Some 50% identified the group as the greatest impediment to the region. In second place
was 'the threat of terrorism', identified by 38% of the respondents.
Security concerns prompted by the spread of ISG have overtaken socio-economic worries
as Arab youth's top concern since 2014 -- 36% and 30% respectively viewed
unemployment and the rising cost of living as the top obstacle facing the region in the 2016
survey, while they scored around 63% in the surveys between 2012 and 2014.
“What do you think is the biggest obstacle facing the Middle East?”
Rise of the Islamic State group
Threat of terrorism
Unemployment
Civil unrest
Rising cost of living
Lack of strong political leadership
Palestinian-Israeli conflict
Lack of Arab unity
Lack of democracy
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Arab youth opinions, 2016 (% of respondents)
Source: ASDA'A Burson-Marsteller
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ISG's unpopularity
The 2016 survey indicated strong opposition to ISG, with 78% saying they would not
support it even if it used less violence:
• Support for the group was lowest in conflict areas where ISG has a strong military
presence (the Levant, Iraq and Yemen), reflecting attitudes of populations directly
affected by its brutal and coercive methods.
• Support was highest in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, with some 19%
saying they could support ISG.
The findings indicate that ISG's efforts to establish territorial control and extreme Islamic
government lack popular support and are likely to flounder.
Some 24% identified a lack of job opportunities as the main reason that young Arabs
joined ISG, with fundamentalist religious interpretations and sectarian motivations coming
second and third with 18% and 17% respectively.
This finding suggests that efforts to counter ISG will depend as much on economic
development of affected areas as it will on military operations and counter-radicalisation
efforts.

Defeating ISG requires
economic development as well
as military operations

“If the Islamic State group did not use so much violence, I could see myself supporting it.”
Agree

North Africa 11
Levant and Yemen 7
GCC 19

Unsure /
Don’t know

13 4 9

72 89 76

Disagree

Arab youth opinions, 2016 (% of respondents)
Source: ASDA'A Burson-Marsteller

Iran-Saudi conflict
The escalation of Iranian-Saudi rivalry following the 2011 uprisings has had a profound
effect on young Arabs. According to the survey, some 72% see the Shia-Sunni divide as a
primary reason of unrest in the region, while 52% say religion plays too great a role in the
Middle East.
Perceptions of Saudi Arabia and the UAE remain very positive, while a slim majority (52%)
said they viewed Iran as an enemy rather than an ally. However, opinions here are divided
geographically, with many youth in conflict countries where Iran has a strong asymmetric
presence (Iraq, Lebanon and Palestine) seeing Iran as an ally (see IRAQ: Sectarianism will
weaken Iraqi state - April 21, 2016).
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The survey indicates a hardening of attitudes among the generation that has grown to
maturity through the Syria conflict post-2011. The hardwiring of sectarian and strongly proor anti-Iranian views in the population could fuel regional instability into the long term by
providing popular legitimacy to both Gulf governments and Iran's regional allies, such as
Hezbollah, to engage in proxy conflicts.
US attitudes
Attitudes towards the United States were extremely positive, with 63% viewing it as an ally
of their country. Support was even higher in the GCC at 83%, suggesting strong popular
backing for the alliance with Washington (see GULF STATES: US security ties will
weaken, but endure - April 20, 2016).
However, a large majority in several countries deeply affected by conflict involving the
United States saw it as an enemy -- Iraq (93%), Yemen (82%), Palestine (81%), as well as
Lebanon (57%), reflecting views of the Shia population and Hezbollah.
These findings suggest increased risk of attack for US assets in these countries, as well
as the potential for expansion of anti-US forces such as pro-Iranian militias and al-Qaida.
Less pressure for political reforms
The annual surveys have shown a steady reduction in pressure for democratic reform since
2012, as a result of the unravelling of post-uprising transitions across the region. This trend
continued in the 2016 survey -- only 36% see the Arab world as better off as a result of the
uprisings (compared to 72% in 2012, and 54% in 2014).
Over half (53%) those polled now prioritise the need for stability over that of democracy.
This suggests a reduced risk of uprisings and regime overthrow, and a vindication of
regimes' increased security crackdowns, as youth lose faith in the ability to achieve
positive change via street protests.
Support for social liberalisation
The survey suggest strong impetus for social reforms. Some 67% said that Arab leaders
should do more to improve their personal freedoms and human rights, with even higher
support (74%) in the GCC.

“How strongly do you agree or disagree with the statement “the Arab leaders should do more
to improve the personal freedom and human rights of their people”?”
North Africa
Levant and Yemen
GCC

Unsure /
Don’t know

19 19 15

74 57 68

Agree

11
Disagree

13

24

Arab youth opinions, 2016 (% of respondents)
Source: ASDA'A Burson-Marsteller
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This appears to reflect a new, more independent and connected generation that has grown
up on social media and is impatient with the crackdown on freedoms across the region
since 2011. There is especially strong support in the Gulf for more freedoms for women,
90% of Saudis and 87% of Omanis and Yemenis in favour.

74%
Support increased personal
freedoms in the GCC

These results indicate that societies will gradually ease social restrictions despite
objections from conservative religious authorities, even in Saudi Arabia. In particular, this
will help Gulf economies replace foreign with local labour by reducing social constraints on
women taking employment in public facing roles.
Opposition to cutbacks
Another factor that could facilitate economic reform politically is concern about the oil price
collapse. Some 66% of those surveyed (80% in the OPEC countries) say they are
concerned about falling oil prices.
Arab governments have been nervous about cost-cutting due to concerns about a popular
backlash. The survey indicates that the oil price drop has given the regimes some public
support to carry out cuts, including recent subsidy cuts in Saudi Arabia and the UAE (see
SAUDI ARABIA: Subsidy reform carries low protest risk - March 9, 2016).
However, the survey also indicated that Arab youth would object to deeper cuts affecting
what they see as basic entitlements -- the vast majority surveyed (78%) still believed that
their governments should subsidise energy. Such attitudes could stall economic reform
efforts and increase the risk of an economic crisis in the long run.
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Gulf states will face privatisation challenges
Wednesday, September 14 2016
An Oxford Analytica In-depth Analysis
In a new age of austerity after the 2014 oil price collapse, the state-driven growth model in
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states has reached its limit. All GCC governments are
pushing the private sector to contribute more to national investment, the provision of public
services and the diversification process. Privatisation plays a critical role in the austerity
drive, but the political economy of the GCC distributive state makes conventional
privatisation strategies difficult to implement.

What next
The GCC is likely to see sales of a limited number of state assets in industry, logistics
and transport, finance, and oil services. Governments will also offer new public-private
partnerships (PPPs) in domestic energy and utilities. Hopes for extensive private
involvement in the provision of core health and education services are likely to be
disappointed, however. Privatisation is also unlikely to solve the key fiscal challenges
facing GCC governments. Obligations for the provision of mass public employment and
free or subsidized services will weigh on national budgets, no matter how these services
are provided.
Analysis
GCC development plans have long aimed at diversification and growth driven by the private
sector, yet in practice the investment and business cycle of the last fifteen years has been
mostly driven by oil-financed government spending.
In the last few years, governments have increased their privatisation efforts, both in the
narrow sense of selling off government-owned assets and the broader sense of creating
PPPs in infrastructure and service delivery.

Oil tanks seen at the Saudi Aramco
headquarters at Damam city
(Reuters/Ali Jarekji)

Impact
• Economic demand -including for privately provided
services and infrastructure -will depend on state spending
for the foreseeable future.
• Full-out privatisation of key
industrial assets is unlikely,
as these fulfil critical public
policy and development
functions.
• Saudi Arabia's massive
planned Aramco IPO faces
many stumbling blocks, and
may end up being a much
smaller, 'downstream only'
sale.

They are motivated by the need to relieve fiscal pressure, both in the short term through
revenue from asset sales and in the longer term through efficiency gains (see GULF
STATES: New taxes will not plug fiscal deficits - June 29, 2016). The aim is also to boost
service quality through improved management and technology use, as well as to diversify
the economy.
Bahrain, Oman and Saudi Arabia, in particular, are also keen to use privatisation to attract
capital. Their official dollars reserves are dwindling owing to capital flight that is putting the
peg of their currencies to the dollar under pressure (see GULF STATES: Dollar peg will
stay in place for now - March 10, 2016).
Privatisation may improve the quality and efficiency of some services and infrastructure.
However, it is unlikely to solve GCC governments' fiscal problems.
The reform of distributive systems that is required to make GCC states fiscally sustainable
in the long run is an essentially political process. It will therefore require a public debate
and political trade-offs going far beyond the merely technical solutions offered by
privatisation.
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Track record
There have been a number of significant sales of public assets across the region, such as
the 880-million-dollar initial public offering (IPO) of a 26% stake in the Mesaieed
Petrochemical Holding Company in Qatar in early 2014 and the 6-billion-dollar IPO of 15%
of Saudi Arabia's National Commercial Bank later the same year.
Many IPOs until recently were used as a tool of public wealth distribution, as the
subscription procedure favoured small local investors and shares were typically sold under
value. However, increased pressure to generate fiscal savings through privatisation has
made this model of wealth sharing via IPOs less practicable.
The region has also witnessed a wide range of PPP projects in electricity and water
production, usually on a build-own-operate or build-own-operate-transfer basis. Under these
arrangements, the government typically promises to buy electricity and water from the
private producer over a long period at a fixed price, then resells cheaply and at a loss to
local consumers.
In addition, some GCC governments have experimented with management contracts for
assets such as airports and ports, under which ownership remains in state hands but
responsibility for the operation of assets is in private hands.
However, attempts to create more complex PPPs -- under which the private sector would
build and operate assets such as road infrastructure, technical education colleges, or
railway systems -- have for the most part stalled. Regulatory frameworks are inadequate,
and revenue models unclear.

Advanced PPP models are
struggling

For example, the high-profile Saudi 'Landbridge' railway project had to be restructured as it
could not offer a convincing revenue generation model to private investors. The
infrastructure is expensive, and it was unclear whether there would be sufficient demand for
international trans-peninsular shipping, given the competition from Dubai and the sea route.
It is exactly such advanced PPP models, however, that Gulf governments want to develop
in the coming years.
Privatisation plans
Among all GCC countries, Saudi Arabia has articulated the most ambitious privatisation
plans. Its consultant-influenced Vision 2030 economic reform strategy, published in April
2016, sets the privatisation of government services as a long-range objective, and
specifically mentions health and education (see SAUDI ARABIA: Ambitious reforms will
test government - July 8, 2016).
The flagship privatisation project is the IPO of 5% of Saudi Aramco, the kingdom's national
oil company (see SAUDI ARABIA: IPO holds key to diversification plans - May 11, 2016).
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman, who is in charge of economic policy in the
kingdom, hopes for a company valuation above 2 trillion dollars, meaning that the IPO
would be worth more than 100 billion dollars -- the equivalent of about one year of dollar
reserve depletion through post-2014 current account deficits and capital flight in the
kingdom.
The planned Aramco IPO has met much silent resistance within the Saudi technocracy,
which believes that the company is best kept entirely in public hands and separate from
private investors. They argue that it is the kingdom's only reliable source of long-term
income and serves numerous non-commercial purposes. Formerly, senior officials in Saudi
Arabia had strong blocking power; now, however, Mohammad bin Salman has sufficient
power that he may be able to push through the privatisation plan in the face of technical
objections.
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Nonetheless, the precise method of privatisation remains to be determined. It involves
knotty problems such as setting the appropriate taxation level for Aramco dividends, the
organisation of external audits for Aramco's oil reserves (which have officially remained
unchanged since 1988) and the publication of historical profit and loss statements. The
latter are likely to be at variance with figures for the state's official oil income -- which could
highlight the presence and size of pre-budget payments to members of the Saudi ruling
family, stirring public resentment.
In an effort to attract investment, the government may offer investors a generous deal, with
low levels of taxation and a foreign listing in compliance with the rules of overseas capital
markets. However, foreign capital will discount Aramco shares due to low oil prices, the
risk of future taxation changes, the perceived political risk of investing in Saudi Arabia and
the non-commercial development functions that various units of Aramco perform in the
Saudi economy.
The lack of a clear regulatory framework and scepticism among foreign investors over longterm political and economic risks in the region will also affect the value of other stateowned assets that are slated for privatisation across the region. These include:
• postal and telephone landline services, ancillary oil services and the national airline,
Kuwait Airways, in Kuwait (see KUWAIT: Politics will stall economic reforms - August
11, 2016);
• Al Shaheen Holding (an oil services company under Qatar Petroleum) in Qatar;
• Gulf Air and Bahrain Airport Company in Bahrain (see BAHRAIN: Deeper economic
reforms will occur soon - July 27, 2016); and
• Oman Airports Management Company, Oman Air, Oman Oil Refiners and Petroleum
Industries, the postal service and power generation enterprises in Oman.
GCC governments are also working on PPP projects for various types of infrastructure, and
are seeking to increase PPPs in education and health.
Major challenges
Most GCC states lack a comprehensive PPP strategy, which is likely to undermine the
confidence of international business. More than 50 countries around the world have
established national PPP governance units.
However, in the Gulf, only Kuwait has a Higher Committee for Public Private Partnerships
and the Kuwait Authority for Partnership Projects (KAPP), while Qatar has a subordinate
PPP Directorate in the Ministry of Business and Trade. Bahrain, Oman, Saudi Arabia and
the federal government of the UAE lack dedicated PPP units.
Oman and Qatar are currently working on PPP laws, which Kuwait and Dubai enacted in
2014 and 2015, respectively. The other GCC countries lack a clear regulatory framework.
Moreover, while Kuwait has more advanced regulation, the privatisation process there has
been deeply politicised, with parliament frequently counteracting the government's
initiatives.

Most GCC countries have
inadequate legislation on PPPs

The GCC in general has decent regulatory capacity compared to other emerging markets,
but it remains below most OECD benchmark countries.
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Regulatory quality score
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Structural barriers
While regulatory capacity can be built up, other obstacles to privatisation and PPPs are
more structural.
Investor interest
Local capital often lacks interest in long-term investments, as shown by the fact that
current capital flight patterns reflect an orientation towards short-term returns. The local
private sector in many GCC countries also has limited expertise in critical areas targeted
in privatisation plans, such as healthcare and education.
Foreign capital has deeper expertise and longer planning horizons, but often lacks local
knowledge and is likely to demand a considerable risk premium for its investment,
particularly in difficult operating environments such as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, where
qualified expatriate workers are hard to recruit.
The recent Saudi experience with international PPPs in technical education (constituting
several partnerships under its 'Colleges of Excellence' initiative) has been discouraging,
with the regulator setting unrealistic targets and foreign providers struggling to recruit
qualified teachers.
Limited fiscal benefits
GCC governments have historically pursued an active industrial policy, in which stateowned enterprises such as Emirates Airlines, SABIC or Industries Qatar have played a
critical role. Such SOEs are often the best-run companies in the region, and governments
are unlikely to give up more than a minority share in them, thereby limiting potential
revenue from privatisations. Low international oil and petrochemicals prices, moreover, have
depressed company valuations, further reducing likely government income from
privatisation.
When state-owned companies are privatised, the government often provides job guarantees
for national employees. This imposes costs that privatisation and PPPs as such can do
little to remove. Because of this factor, under some privatisation scenarios, the effective
commercial value of Kuwait Airways has been estimated as negative.
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Similarly, since health and education services for citizens are likely to remain free for the
foreseeable future, private provision will not substantially reduce the associated costs for
government.
In health, the progressive introduction of health insurance systems may at least allow
some private competition and the emergence of a market-based pricing system for
services.
Apart from private schools for expatriate children and some national elites, similar market
mechanisms in education are largely lacking (see MIDDLE EAST: Education gains will not
mean more jobs - March 9, 2016).
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Low investment restricts Latin American infrastructure
Transport and telecoms infrastructure shortfalls are two key factors
undermining Latin American competitiveness
Total public and private infrastructure investment, average 2008-13 (% of GDP)
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Goal 9 of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) calls for
building “quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient infrastructure …
to support economic development and human well-being”.

_ Brazil’s proposed 198.4-billion-dollar transport
infrastructure plan, announced in 2015, has
made little progress.

However, Latin America continues to lag in attaining the SDGs, in
particular with respect to infrastructure. Despite being the world’s
most urbanised region, it is particularly deficient in transport and
communications infrastructure, limiting trade opportunities and
prompting protests over service quality. The fall in commodities
prices may further curtail infrastructure investment prospects.

_ Argentina’s newly announced 14.2-billion-dollar
plans for passenger rail could fare little better.

Brazil is a case in point. Public transport is a key source of citizen
anger and the so-called ‘Brazil cost’ linked in part to poor cargo
infrastructure reduces competitiveness and investment.

Sources: UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean,
Inter-American Development Bank, Latin American Development Bank

Mexico's investment levels lag, though Central America has performed better ...

_ Water-related investment is also crucial to boost
the population’s access, and the region’s future as
a global food producer.
_ Despite more ‘business-friendly’ governments,
investors will be wary given the long-term
nature of infrastructure spending.

See also: Latin America’s patchy MDGs record could deteriorate -- October 21, 2015
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Emissions technology lag risks COP21 warming targets
Friday, August 19 2016
One of the Paris Agreement's headline achievements was a new aspirational goal to
'pursue efforts' to keeping the rise in global temperatures to below 1.5 degrees centigrade,
as well as a firmer commitment to keep this rise to below 2 degrees centigrade. Meeting
these targets, however, will require the use of 'negative emissions' technology, especially
'bioenergy with carbon capture and storage' (BECCS), a key assumption of climate
models but which is yet to be available at scale.

What next
While anticipation grows towards the entry into force of the Paris Agreement within the
next year as countries proceed with ratification, assumptions regarding the future use of
BECCS will come under increasing scrutiny. A revision of assumed economic costs, or
the emergence of substantial social and political opposition that limits the large-scale
deployment of BECCS, will render impossible the Paris Agreement's temperature targets,
and jeopardise the credibility of the new climate architecture.
Analysis
Most scientific research and political attention on climate change prior to Paris focused on
meeting the below-2 degrees centigrade threshold for warming above pre-industrial levels.
'High ambition' warming target
The introduction of the aspirational below-1.5 degree centigrade goal in the Paris
Agreement means an even more substantial level of emission reductions to net zero over
the course of the century, with important implications for global energy policy in coming
decades (see INTERNATIONAL: Paris agreement backsliding is likely - December 15,
2015).
This lower target was a key condition for many island states and African countries to
accept the Paris Agreement, viewing this target as providing less risk than the below-2
degrees threshold, especially for food production in tropical zones and marine economies
sensitive to ocean acidification (see PACIFIC: Island states will drive climate advocacy February 18, 2016).

Royal Dutch Shell Plc Chief Executive
Ben van Beurden speaks to reporters
during the launch of Shell's carbon
capture and storage project in Fort
Saskatchewan, Alberta (Reuters/Mike
De Souza)

Impact
• Governments will face new
demands to produce
research, policy and
regulatory frameworks to
support BECCS technologies.
• Other negative emissions
technologies, such as
'geoengineering' methods,
may take on greater
prominence in the absence of
BECCS.
• Climate adaptation and loss
and damage issues will grow
in political prominence as
temperature targets look
increasingly out of reach.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is anticipated to report by 2018 on
the impacts of keeping the global temperature rise to below-1.5 degrees centigrade, as
well as the scenarios for doing so feasibly.
However, new analyses of current emission trajectories and emission reduction pledges
made at the Paris climate conference suggest that the carbon budget consistent with this
temperature limit will be reached by the time the Paris pledges take effect in 2020.
Furthermore, major emitting countries have yet to improve upon their conditional mitigation
pledges made prior to Paris.
Meeting the higher target of a below-2 degrees centigrade rise allows further time for global
emissions to peak and then decline. The political importance of the below-1.5 degree
target, however, means that mitigation efforts are already being framed against this
baseline, rather than the broader below-2 degree target.
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'Negative emissions' technology
Meeting either of the temperature targets over the long-term -- in virtually all scientific
models -- will require the widespread deployment of 'negative emissions' technologies that
extract carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, no later than the 2040s.
Negative emissions technologies allow for the offset of past emissions, as well as for
future emissions temporarily to exceed the carbon budget otherwise necessary to keep
temperature rise to below 1.5 degrees centigrade.

Meeting long-term warming
targets depends on the
removal of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere in most
models

Keeping to a below-2 degree centigrade rise will still require use of negative emissions,
although on a comparatively lesser and delayed scale. Estimates that avoid the use of
negative emissions otherwise and unrealistically imply the complete phase-out of fossil
fuel usage, or indeed all carbon emissions, by 2050.
Chief among these negative emission technologies are BECCS methods, which use
biomass material as the fuel sources rather than the fossil fuels to which carbon capture
and storage (CCS) is typically applied.
Conventional CCS used with fossil fuels can only result in near-net zero emissions from
energy production, rather than removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere itself.
Despite the widespread assumptions of future BECCS deployment and implementation in
climate models and the political logic of the Paris Agreement, this technology remains
undeveloped at commercial scale.
Only one large-scale test project exists worldwide, in Decatur, Illinois, where initial
assessments of costs and feasibility are still being undertaken.

The development and market
competitiveness of BECCS
technology is still uncertain

Nonetheless, governments in industrialised countries are likely to face growing pressure to
initiate the costly further research and development necessary to deploy BECCS at a time
in which publics are already sensitive to rising energy prices.
Sustainability-minded corporates will push for government support of BECCS technology
as well, to prevent the imposition of more severe regulatory measures later on.
Constraints on BECCS rollout
Considerable uncertainties in the deployment of this new technology decrease the
plausibility of the temperature targets.
The widespread use of BECCS would also mean devoting a substantial area of arable land
to growing plant-based material. Concern is growing among civil society, especially in the
environmental movement, about the implications for land management and possible
competition with food production arising from BECCS deployment.
Further competition may also arise with land for growing ethanol-type biofuels, still seen as
the main replacement for liquid fossil fuels, especially in the aviation sector (see
INTERNATIONAL: Low oil prices will mar ethanol usage - April 25, 2016).
In some estimates, BECCS will require more than the land area of India -- some 500
million hectares -- to be devoted for the purpose of producing energy-related crops.
Land use management in the context of climate change will also be the subject of another
IPCC special report, with an anticipated release in 2018.
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The limited progress with implementing conventional CCS worldwide also hints at the
difficulty of even rapidly scaling up technological options that already exist:
• The UK government scuppered a landmark CCS competition in November 2015, pulling
1 billion pounds (1.31 billion US dollars) of ring-fenced funding.
• Swedish state power company Vattenfall's Jaenschwalde CCS project in Germany was
cancelled in 2011 due to safety and cost objections from the public, and legislative
delays by policymakers.
• The flagship CCS project in the United States at Kemper County, Mississippi, has
faced spiralling costs and delayed entry into service.
Recent pilot projects have identified further promising options for CCS development, chiefly
in storing carbon in a solid state in basalt rock deposits.
The slow implementation of CCS, however, does not bode well for the rapid and worldwide
deployment of a new, as yet untested, technology that BECCS in a below-1.5 degree world
will require.
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EMs will drive renewable power capacity additions
Tuesday, August 2 2016
Last year was the first year that emerging markets (EMs) surpassed developed economies
in renewable energy investment, with 156 billion dollars in commitments in EMs versus
130 billion dollars in the developed world. Due to increased demand from population growth
and a desire to address energy poverty, non-OECD countries are expected to add 4,100
gigawatts of capacity by 2030, accounting for over 70% of capacity additions. Most of
these additions will be renewables, due to their declining costs and lack of infrastructure.
However, assuming a business-as-usual scenario, fossil fuels will still represent about
40% of new capacity during this period.

What next
Costs of renewable generation will fall further, especially for solar photovoltaic, accelerating
their adoption in EMs. Distributed solar should reach retail cost parity in 2020, such that
distributed photovoltaic is expected to account for about one-third of solar generation
additions out to 2040. Growth in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) will be strong, with renewables
expected to satisfy about two-thirds of electricity demand growth through 2020. Renewable
heat and transportation are projected to grow modestly without stronger policies.
Analysis
According to the International Energy Agency, 1.3 billion people currently lack access to
electricity. Power generation capacity-building is expected to outpace demand growth, but
1 billion people are still likely to experience energy poverty in 2030.
The developing world will account for two-thirds of the demand growth to 2030.
Curtailing energy poverty, a high-priority issue for EMs, requires that net energy capacity
additions outpace the rate of population growth. Net energy capacity additions are highly
correlated with overall GDP growth.
For instance, India has nearly 300 million people in energy poverty, roughly the population
of the entire United States, but its GDP growth (currently above 7%) outpaces its
population growth, currently at 1.2%. In contrast, the population growth rate of SSA (2.7%)
outpaces its current GDP growth of 2.4%.

Employees examine solar panel boards
at a pond in Lianyungang, Jiangsu
Province, China (Reuters/Stringer)

Impact
• Climate change will affect
SSA severely; changing
weather patterns will lead to
food and water shortages,
with energy poverty
increasing.
• Progress in cutting powersector emissions trails
reductions in CO2 emissions,
with power-sector emissions
not expected to peak until
2027.
• Economic trends favour
renewable deployment, but
stronger carbon policies will
be needed to reduce fossil
fuel capacity.

Such slow growth in GDP, combined with its relatively low level, contributes to SSA being
the most energy-poor region and the only region where energy poverty is expected to
increase in the business-as-usual scenario.
This relationship between population and GDP underscores the importance of two factors
for energy capacity-building: the cost of energy infrastructure and the ability to invest in the
infrastructure.
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Declining costs of renewables
Solar and wind costs have decreased significantly and should decline further (see
MEXICO: Solar success will be muted - May 13, 2016). Over the past six years, onshore
wind costs have dropped 14% to 83 dollars per megawatt-hour (MWh) from 96 dollars per
MWh.
The shift in the cost curve of solar photovoltaic has been dramatic during the same period,
declining 61% to 122 dollars per MWh from 315 dollars per MWh. This trend is likely to
continue.
The cost of onshore wind is expected to drop to 49 dollars per MWh by 2040, while utilityscale solar photovoltaic is expected to cost only 40 dollars per MWh by 2040. The sharp
reduction in the cost of renewables is important for accelerating its deployment.

$49 per MWh
Expected cost of onshore wind
by 2040

Competitiveness with fossil fuels
According to Deutsche Bank, solar will achieve grid parity in 80% of the global market as
early as next year. The cost difference between fossil fuels and renewables will largely
determine the proportion of net power capacity to be built.
Increased affordability
Given the lack of infrastructure in many parts of the developing world, low-cost renewables
mean that these economies can leapfrog to renewables. Building modern grid infrastructure
becomes less of a bottleneck for energy access.
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In addition to the downtrend in the cost of renewables, policy will play a crucial role in how
much new power capacity will be renewable, affecting pricing through subsidies, carbon
taxes and ease of implementation through availability of financial vehicles and streamlined
regulatory approval processes.
BRICS versus other EMs
New energy capacity will be driven by emerging economies, especially by the BRICS
countries. Global energy capacity is expected to reach nearly 11,000 gigawatts by 2030,
65% of which will be located in non-OECD countries.
Brazil, India and China alone currently account for about half of renewable power additions
and will account for roughly two-thirds by 2020. These figures could be even greater under
the IEA's accelerated scenario.
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Of the top ten investing countries in renewable energy in 2015, five were developing
economies. China was the leader with over 100 billion dollars of investment.
India, Brazil, South Africa and Mexico also made the list with 4-10 billion dollars in
investment. India and China are expected to account for the majority of clean energy
investment in the developing world.
In 2013, India and China invested about 60 billion dollars in clean energy compared to 17
billion dollars in the non-G20 countries. After Brazil, India and China, clean energy
investment in the developing world is concentrated in ten countries.
South Africa and Mexico are not included in this ranking due to their status as G20
members. Their investments in 2015 alone were 4.5 billion dollars and 4.0 billion dollars,
respectively.
Over the past five years, these countries represented 45% of investment. The majority of
these investments (70%) were in solar and wind.
Also notable are Kenya's investment in geothermal and Vietnam's investment in small
hydropower.
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Country
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Clean energy investment by non-G20 countries, 2009-13 (million dollars)
Source: The Pew Charitable Trusts

Zero-carbon outside the power sector
While discussion of renewables tends to be limited to electricity, transportation and
heating make up 75% of energy consumption and are lagging behind the power sector in
emissions reductions and renewable deployment. Renewable heat has great potential in
the developing world, but is growing slowly.

Renewable heat has great
potential in EMs, but is growing
slowly

Similarly, biofuels are expected to meet only 4% of transportation demand, levelling out in
2020. Brazil, India, Indonesia and Malaysia have recently strengthened their blending
mandates and other policies to accelerate such growth (see INTERNATIONAL:
Governments to sustain biofuel markets - September 21, 2012).
Further development of advanced biofuels is required to make them commercially viable
and may require additional policy support to progress.
Such policy support needs to be more targeted than crosscutting carbon policies such as
the 21st Conference of the Parties did last year (see INTERNATIONAL: COP21 will drive
shift away from coal - February 26, 2016).
The outlook for passenger vehicles is more hopeful, as electric vehicles are expected to
provide 8% of global energy consumption by 2040. This corresponds to 25% of the global
car fleet.
Lithium-ion batteries costs reached 350 dollars per kWh in 2015, dropping by 65% since
2010 (see INTERNATIONAL: Lithium to see rising use in batteries - October 6, 2015). They
are expected to decline further.
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ASEAN integration will drive e-systems demand
With a young population and integrating economies,
e-government and e-commerce systems demand will grow in ASEAN
Population size and % of population aged 15-24

Internet users/100

Mobile users/100
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18%
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53.9m
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Thailand
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17%
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Malaysia (30.3m/19%)
Cambodia
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Sources: World Bank; International Telecommunication Union; UN; Eurostat;
Secretariat of the Pacific Community; US Census Bureau; Oxford Analytica

Mobile telephone and internet penetration is uneven across South-east Asia
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The state of economic and technological development
between ASEAN countries is uneven, evidenced by
imbalances in internet and mobile telephone usage.

_ Demographics will drive ASEAN e-commerce
and e-government demand: the region’s young,
technologically astute population is large.

As ASEAN economies integrate and grow -- the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) free trade area is now operating
-- and as South-east Asia’s middle class expands, demand
for e-commerce and e-government services will increase.
A 2015 study for the ASEAN Business Forum forecast
electronic retailing demand in ASEAN’s six largest economies
would grow 25% each year to 2017 (it produced an estimated
7 billion dollars in sales in these economies in 2013) while
all ASEAN countries have agreed the eASEAN Framework
Agreement for electronic cooperation, including expanding
e-commerce and e-government capacity.

_ Expanding e-commerce requires enhanced logistics
and delivery systems, online security and legal and
regulatory protections, and investment.
_ Until then, the more technologically developed ASEAN
economies, such as Singapore, will have an e-commerce
advantage over ASEAN peers.
_ As governments expand their electronic footprints,
the more authoritarian will face greater pressure for
transparency, and may pull back.

See also: Uneven e-government will hinder South-east Asia trade -- September 24, 2015
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China's cybersecurity law will constrain foreign firms
Monday, July 25 2016
Public consultation has just opened on a new draft cybersecurity law. The draft's definition
of 'security' includes not only technical elements but also regime survival and social
stability.
(Reuters/Edgar Su)

What next
Fundamental changes to the draft are unlikely, and in view of the political prominence of
this topic, promulgation will probably be rapid, perhaps even before year-end. The State
Council will be given discretionary powers to identify 'critical information infrastructure', a
designation it may use to push back against complaints that the Great Firewall is a trade
barrier.
Analysis
Almost a year after the first draft of China's cybersecurity law was published in July 2015,
a second was presented at the end of June this year to the Standing Committee of the
National People's Congress (China's legislature) for review. The draft has now been made
public and comments from outside solicited.
China's leadership sees legislation as urgent because it regards cyberspace as a new and
potentially decisive area where it is threatened in ideological, technological and
commercial ways.
Broad definition of security
Beijing's efforts to improve cybersecurity have been controversial. Perhaps most
importantly, it has adopted a very broad definition of 'security'. In the West, cybersecurity
usually refers to the integrity of information systems from malicious external intrusion, or
to the ICT-related elements of traditional national security policy. China's approach to
security is much more comprehensive, including regime stability and ideological purity.
This second draft of the law underlines this point, by including explicit references to
subversion of the regime and the socialist system, requiring that companies respect social
and commercial ethics, and the 'socialist core value view', code language for the Party's
will.

Impact
• Operators of 'critical
information infrastructure' will
have to localise their user
data within the territory of
China.
• The law could provide a legal
basis for retaliating against
efforts to circumvent the Great
Firewall.
• The government will support
China's IT sector, considering
technological independence
necessary for national
security.
• The law will place new
obligations on businesses
regarding protection of data
privacy.

Censorship and information
control will be deemed as
important to cybersecurity as
defence against malware

Designating critical infrastructure
This broad definition of security has consequences for another important element: the
protection of 'critical information infrastructure'. This typically refers to information
structures, such as telephone networks, the internet, and terrestrial and satellite networks,
that other national infrastructures, such as water management, transport, communications
and energy, have increasingly come to rely upon.
However, the second draft of the law removes the previously explicit enumeration of the
different parts of China's information infrastructure that could be deemed critical. Instead,
the draft empowers the State Council to identify this, on the basis of the broad definition
that "whenever it is destroyed, ceases to function or leaks data, it may gravely harm
national security, the national economy and the people's livelihood, or the public
interest" (see INTERNATIONAL: Hackers will be key threat to CNI - May 9, 2016).
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Defending the Great Firewall
The State Council could, for instance, apply the designation of critical infrastructure to the
Great Firewall, a piece of IT infrastructure that the United States Trade Representative
identified as trade barrier in its annual report of April 2016 on obstacles to free trade.
Denominating it as critical to national security would not only bypass that argument, but
also create a quandary. A number of foreign individual hackers and hacking organisations
have probed the Great Firewall, or developed circumvention tools. China might identify
these as endangering national security, providing legal grounds for retaliation.

Giving executive discretion
helps 'futureproof' the law

Data localisation requirement
The Great Firewall is one manifestation of China's drive for 'cyber sovereignty', the
extension of physical national borders into cyberspace. Another one is a requirement for
data localisation.
Previous regulations have required the domestic storage of particular data, such as the
content of online publications (see CHINA: New rules narrow space for online publishers March 8, 2016). This draft expands that requirement to data about citizens, as well as
important business information, collected by critical information infrastructure operators.
Moreover, the new draft made explicit that government departments may only use personal
information they collect for the provision of network security.
This indicates another conflation not usually seen in Western cybersecurity regulations:
the protection of personal data and privacy from abuse or fraudulent conduct that is not
necessarily technological in nature, for instance where it is unlawfully traded. To that
effect, the draft requires that personal information used in 'big data' applications be
anonymised.
Industrial policy
Lastly, the second draft expands provisions for state support for the cybersecurity industry.
A major driver for the drafting of this law was the realisation that China is vulnerable
technologically.
The Snowden revelations, which exposed the extent of US intelligence capabilities,
surprised Beijing. A few months later, Microsoft announced it would discontinue security
support for Windows XP, which at that time powered over two-thirds of computers in China,
including in the military and civil infrastructure.
In response, the Chinese government has launched a rapid drive to develop cybersecurity
technology, among other things by seeking closer relationships with Russia.
Critical reception
US and EU diplomats and businesspeople had hoped that some of the tougher provisions
in the first draft would be watered down or clarified. Instead, the direction of travel is
unchanged, and some matters that 'required explanation' have not been addressed.
The new draft does little to define further the sweeping powers government is granted, nor
to identify how security services and internet authorities will interact. After the departure of
internet czar Lu Wei, providing clarity on many of these questions will be a strong demand
on his successor (see CHINA: Cyber czar's move gives policy cues - July 19, 2016).
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Legal risks of bribery increase globally
Friday, August 19 2016
On August 8, the United Kingdom's Serious Fraud Office (SFO) opened a criminal
investigation into allegations of fraud, bribery and corruption at the civil aviation business of
Airbus Group. Although in effect since 2011, investigations and enforcements relating to
the UK Bribery Act have only recently gathered pace. Enforcement of the US equivalent,
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), is also increasing, with the number of actions
in the first half of 2016 outstripping the total for 2015 as a whole.

What next
Since bribery in international business is often a transnational crime, the creation of a level
playing field requires major efforts to extend enforcement activity beyond the wellresourced US units. Other OECD countries are beginning to play a more active role,
especially the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Germany and Italy. Just as importantly, they
are helping to build capacity among law enforcement in developing countries, so as to
facilitate cooperation over evidence-gathering, and clamping down on money laundering in
their own jurisdictions. These strategies are critical to the fight against grand corruption,
which is otherwise thwarted by corrupt elites' power to cover their tracks.
Analysis
Thus far in 2016, the US authorities have been highly active in pursuing suspected
violations of the FCPA:
• The Department of Justice (DOJ) has concluded ten enforcement actions, of which six
involved corporates and four individuals.
• The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has concluded 16 enforcement
actions (13 corporate and three individual).

The Department of Justice (DOJ) logo
(Reuters/Carlo Allegri)

Impact
• FCPA and Bribery Act
enforcement trends suggest
rising overall risk, especially
for companies in Asia and the
pharma and hi-tech sectors.
• The London anti-corruption
summit in May renewed
interest in clamping down on
grand corruption and money
laundering.
• Improved enforcement
capacity even in developing
countries is helping to level
the playing field and close
loopholes.

This partly reflects increased resources. The DOJ's FCPA Unit gained ten additional
prosecutors in April, increasing its size by more than 50%, and the FBI established three
new squads of special agents devoted to FCPA investigations and prosecutions. Moreover,
in September 2015, Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates issued the 'Yates Memorandum',
which notes the Department's intention to focus on the role of individuals in corporate
bribery and to pursue individual prosecutions.
The legal risk for companies is exacerbated by the fact that the penalties for violating antibribery laws, particularly the FCPA, are also increasing (see INTERNATIONAL:Anticorruption cooperation will rise - February 24, 2016). The largest criminal fine yet imposed
in an FCPA action was set earlier this year, on Russian mobile operator VimpelCom.
Having paid bribes over several years to gain access to 3G and 4G licences in Uzbekistan,
VimpelCom was ordered to pay 795 million dollars, divided among the DOJ, SEC and
Dutch prosecutors.

Enforcement activity by US
authorities has increased

Sectoral risks
Six cases altogether involved healthcare companies (SciClone, PTC/Yuan, Nordion,
Novartis, Olympus and Analogic) and four involved hi-tech companies (SAP, Qualcom,
Akami and Nortek). This reflects SEC and DOJ commitments to improve compliance in
these sectors and to increase awareness of their risk factors.
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Pharmaceutical companies tend to be vulnerable because of long-ingrained practices of
making payments to physicians, as well as reliance on third-party distributors whose
behaviour may be difficult to supervise adequately. The US Sunshine Act has introduced
disclosure rules that deal with the first practice, but many pharmaceutical companies face
difficulty in imposing the same discipline when operating in high-growth emerging markets
where such practices are the norm.
Hi-tech companies have come under increasing focus because of their immature
compliance programmes and reliance on complex multi-level channel partners for
distribution of their products. Global high-tech companies are responding by addressing
overall compliance deficiencies and building third-party risk management systems.
UK enforcement action
In the United Kingdom, the SFO has often been criticised for being slow to deliver
enforcements of the UK Bribery Act, which was passed in 2010 and came into effect in
2011. However, the SFO has also recently increased its activity:
• In early August, it announced the investigation into allegations of fraud, bribery and
corruption at the civil aviation business of Airbus Group.
• In July, it announced a criminal investigation into the activities of Unaoil, its officers,
employees and agents in connection with suspected offences of bribery, corruption and
money laundering.
• Also in July, the SFO charged logistics and freight operations company FH Bertling
and seven individuals with one count of making corrupt payments.
• In February, Sweett Group was sentenced and ordered to pay 2.25 million pounds (2.95
million dollars) as a result of a conviction arising from the Bribery Act.
Moreover, SFO Director David Green has proposed a public consultation on a new law to
create corporate liability for failing to prevent economic crime more broadly, on the model
of the Section VII offence of the Bribery Act. Green's contract at the SFO has been
extended for two more years, and he has proved willing to request additional funds for large
investigations as necessary.
Asia in the spotlight?
Almost one-half of FCPA enforcement actions this year have involved bribes paid in China.
It is not clear whether this is the result of a targeted campaign by the US authorities, or
perhaps the unintended consequence of China's own anti-corruption drive against its public
officials (see CHINA: Xi may push Party too far in asserting control - October 23, 2015).
The gift-giving culture in business in Asia appears to be particularly problematic, with
bribes defined under the FCPA to include "anything of value". Past FCPA cases have
regarded cars, jewellery, travel and hospitality, and even charitable donations as bribes,
providing they can be shown to be provided in exchange for a business advantage.
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Self-disclosure
Both the US and UK authorities encourage self-disclosure by companies when they
become aware of corruption within their organisations, and promise to repay such
behaviour with leniency in treatment and sentencing.

The United States and United
Kingdom are keen to
encourage self-disclosure

This approach partly reflects a philosophy that the laws should be used not so much to
punish bad behaviour -- particularly given that bribery was a norm in international business
for many years -- but rather to promote good behaviour. Much emphasis is also therefore
placed on prevention, with defences also on offer for corporations that can prove that they
had strong compliance programmes in place.
In April, the US authorities sought to strengthen this stance with the launch of a one-year
FCPA Pilot Project designed to encourage self-disclosure. The pilot describes what is
meant by 'voluntary self-disclosure', 'full cooperation', and 'remediation', and sets out the
credit available to companies that voluntarily self-disclose FCPA misconduct, fully
cooperate with investigations, and remediate.
When a company not only cooperates and remediates, but also voluntarily self-discloses
misconduct, it is eligible for the full range of potential mitigation credit, including a
reduction of up to 50% in fines, the withdrawal of a requirement to appoint a monitor or
even a declination of prosecution (a statement removing the threat of prosecution).
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India’s structural malaise is at odds with GDP growth rate
India’s economic activity appears to have traded quality for quantity
Services sector growth is phenomenal but job-poor

GDP growth (%)
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Global scepticism about India’s spectacular GDP growth rate will rise
as the deeper structural weaknesses of the economy increasingly
come to light. The 2016-17 budget has prioritised fiscal consolidation
over public spending despite the enormous need for increasing
investment in human infrastructure, especially health and education.
Organised manufacturing is impeded by internal policy constraints
and tepid global demand, but the government’s ‘Make in India’
manufacturing campaign has yet to move past rhetoric.
As important state elections between now and early 2017, and the
2019 national elections, draw closer, several promises of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s government are likely to be unfilled:
notably, promoting inclusive development, putting India on track for
sustainable growth and creating millions of quality jobs.

_ Harsh economic realities will intensify Modi’s
political diffic ulties; a second term in 2019 is
not guaranteed.
_ Services will dominate the economy, as long as
large-scale manufacturing is uncompetitive and
unfeasible.
_A
weather, exacerbating political and social
tensions triggered by joblessness.

See also: India’s 2016-17 growth will not meet optimistic budget -- March 2, 2016
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Ultra-loose monetary policy will soon run its course
Monday, September 12 2016
On September 20-21, both the US Federal Reserve (Fed) and the Bank of Japan (BoJ) will
hold their next policy meetings. Expectations that the Fed will refrain from hiking its
benchmark rates from its target range of 0.25-0.5% and that the Japanese central bank
will provide further stimulus are suppressing volatility in financial markets and fuelling
demand for risk assets. However, evidence that "overburdened" monetary policy is losing
its efficacy triggered a sell-off in bonds and equities on September 9, increasing the scope
for sharper price falls as investors worry that central banks have run out of ammunition.

What next
Central banks will continue to determine investor sentiment in the absence of meaningful
confidence-boosting fiscal measures from national governments. Expectations that interest
rates will remain lower for longer, accentuated by the high share of negative-yielding
government debt in Europe and Japan, are likely to sustain the rally in higher-yielding
assets such as emerging-market (EM) bonds. This will increase policymakers' concerns
about the unintended consequences of ultra-loose monetary policies. The Fed may raise
US interest rates earlier than anticipated to skim some froth off markets.
Analysis
The publication on September 2 of a weaker-than-expected US employment report
showing that employers added 151,000 workers last month (fewer than the 180,000
forecast in a Bloomberg survey) has fuelled speculation that the Fed is unlikely to hike
rates at its next policy meeting on September 20-21.
The dollar index -- a gauge of the US currency against a basket of its peers -- is now 2.5%
lower than at the end of July. According to futures markets, the probability of a US rate
hike this month has fallen to 38% from 42% at the end of August. The narrowing odds
were providing a fillip to risk assets, lifting the prices of EM bonds and equities and of oil
prices.

Traders at ETX Trading, London
(Reuters/Peter Nicholls)

Impact
• Services expanded in August
at their slowest pace since
2010, making it less likely
that the Fed will raise interest
rates this month.
• EM bond and equity mutual
funds have enjoyed a surge in
inflows since the Brexit vote
as yield-hungry investors pour
money into risk assets
• Oil, a key determinant of
investor sentiment, will stay
below 50 dollars/barrel unless
major producers agree
measures to stabilise prices.

However, on September 9, investors reacted negatively to the European Central Bank
(ECB)'s decision the day before not to provide further stimulus. Equities prices suffered
their sharpest decline since the United Kingdom's 'Brexit' vote in June.
Bond markets also came under strain. Yields on benchmark US and German 10-year
bonds rose 7 basis points to 1.67% and 0.01% respectively. This was the first time that
German 10-year bonds had ended a trading session with a positive yield since mid-July.
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The sell-off is the latest indication that investor confidence in the efficacy of monetary
policy is draining away and, just as worryingly, that central banks themselves have
become sources of volatility.
The Fed is deeply divided over the timing of the next rate hike: hawks point to solid US job
growth amid muted inflation pressures; doves argue for a wait-and-see approach and that
the Fed should first slim its balance sheet by selling assets ( see UNITED STATES: Fed
will be divided on rate hikes - August 30, 2016).
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As importantly, investors increasingly worry about the distortive effects of ultra-low (and
increasingly negative) rates on asset prices. Valuations have become stretched,
particularly in bond markets, increasing the scope for a sharp and disorderly correction
beyond what was seen on September 9 should investors also lose confidence in central
banks' ability to stabilise markets.
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Policy limits
Policymakers have been warning with increasing frequency that the limits of monetary
policy have been reached.

Central banks are running out
of ammunition

In its latest annual report published in late June, the Bank for International Settlements
(BIS), the 'central bankers' bank', cautioned that monetary policy has become
overburdened, with markets "increasingly dependent on central banks' support" even
though the "room for policy manoeuvre has narrowed."
ECB
The ECB has already bought 1 trillion euros (1.1 trillion dollars) of government debt since
launching its quantitative easing (QE) programme in March 2015. It is now struggling to
buy bonds that meet the scheme's yield threshold amid a surge in the share of
negative-yielding sovereign debt across Europe.
According to Citigroup, Germany's entire government bond market will shortly be ineligible
for the ECB's QE programme despite a headline inflation rate in the eurozone of 0.2%,
lower than at the start of this year and far below the ECB's 2.0% target.
BoJ
In Japan, a backlash against the imposition of negative interest rates in late January has
undermined investor confidence in the BoJ's aggressive monetary stimulus and, more
broadly in 'Abenomics', Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's reflationary programme. The yen has
risen 15% against the dollar since the beginning of this year, precisely the opposite of what
the BoJ's policies were intended to achieve (see INTERNATIONAL: Yen surge to question
easing's efficacy - April 12, 2016).
On September 5, BoJ governor Haruhiko Kuroda insisted that the central bank is still
committed to its seemingly elusive 2.0% inflation target (core inflation rate is 0.5%) and
that there is "ample space for further cuts in the negative interest rate". Further yen
strengthening in the wake of Kuroda's speech underlines the waning confidence in the
BoJ's policies.
The most potent sign of the rapidly diminishing returns from ultra-loose monetary policy is
the sharp rise in yields on Japanese government bonds (JGBs).

Rising Japanese yields could
mark a turning point

Since the end of July, the yield on benchmark 10-year JGBs has surged nearly 30 basis
points to its highest level in six months and is now almost in positive territory.
Not only is this a clear indication that markets are losing faith in the efficacy of the BoJ's
three-year-long asset purchase programme, but it also suggests that investors now
perceive the Abe government's new fiscal easing measures as the primary source of
stimulus. According to Jeffries, an investment bank, "markets have begun to realise that
the 'frontier' in QE policies is drawing to a close."
Outlook
There is increasing speculation that a shift in the global policy regime is taking place in
which fiscal policy will play a more central role in efforts to lift global growth and inflation.
There is little prospect of full-blown 'helicopter money' -- a permanent increase in central
banks' money base through a direct transfer of cash to the public, or else overt financing of
fiscal deficits by central banks -- but Bank of America Merrill Lynch already talks of a
"Keynesian put" in which investors rely more on fiscal largesse to boost growth and
underpin sentiment.
This could buoy certain parts of the equity market, but bond markets would suffer from
fears about a sharp rise in inflation.
The risk in the coming weeks and months is that an unexpected hike in US interest rates
on September 21 -- or an unexpectedly aggressive rate-hiking cycle -- further erodes
investor confidence in central banks, causing a spike in volatility in markets akin to the
China-induced financial turmoil at the start of this year.
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Educating more women further will help Turkey develop
Turkish women who have reached further education are highly employable but
there are not nearly enough of them
Female graduates per 100 male 2012
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Turkey lags behind the West in educating its female population
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President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is unlikely to change his
reactionary attitude to women, declaring on International
Women’s Day that a woman was above all a mother. His wife
Emine will not challenge him, recently hailing the Ottoman harem
as preparing women for life. But in the polarised society that is
Turkey today, other women are determined to protest against
such evils as domestic violence.
Gulden Turktan, head of the Women’s Entrepreneurs’ Association
of Turkey and president of the W20 group of female leaders
launched in Ankara last September to boost the role of women
in economic growth, has said that Turkey might achieve a
substantial reduction in the poverty rate by raising the number of
women in the workforce.
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_ The low female labour force participation rate will
continue to drag down Turkey’s overall rate, secondlowest in the OCED in 2013 at 50.8%.
_ Educating women will bring more into the
workforce; the 2014 participation rate for female
illiterates was 16.0% but for graduates 71.3%.
_ Despite Erdogan’s traditionalist rhetoric, only 9.7%
of women surveyed in 2013 agreed it was better to
educate a son than a daughter.

See also: Turkish women will gain little from local elections -- March 25, 2014
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